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ABSTRACT
Predicting users’ interest in products is at the core of recommender
systems. This requires understanding of users’ tastes as well as
the characteristics of the products. In this study, we focus on automatically discovering latent product features from algorithmically
defined tags. Tags not only help understand implicit tastes of users
but also facilitate discovery and categorization of products in large
inventories. Product tags also provide structured information to
refine the similarity between products in a content-based recommender system. A framework is presented for modeling product
tags using search query data. User search queries are modeled as
an undirected network; nodes represent the search queries and
the similarities between nodes are obtained from user feedback.
Queries that have similar meanings are clustered using community
detection algorithms and the central node in each cluster is used
as a tag. We use a probabilistic model to relate products and users
with these tags. Tag profiles of products and users are then used
with the recommendation engine. The framework is employed to
tag courses on Udemy, a global marketplace for learning and teaching online. We demonstrate significant improvements to Udemy’s
recommendations using this novel method.
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INTRODUCTION

Recommender systems are typically used in marketplaces and ecommerce sites to surface products that users might be interested
in. These systems are built on the premise of understanding user
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preferences and product characteristics to assist users in discovering
preferred products. There are various factors that play a role in
how users assess products and, ideally, these implicit and explicit
factors are represented in recommender systems. This implies an
understanding of the features describing products as well as users.
To facilitate user experience in discovery of products and improve
user exploratory search, marketplaces and e-commerce sites also
face the challenge of categorizing products in their inventory.
A common way to address these concerns is to mark the products with appropriate keywords, also know as tags. Tags not only
provide efficient organization products but can also be used with
content-based recommender systems as product features that are
descriptive of user intent. Collaborative tagging, which enables consumers to tag products, is commonly used in the industry [10, 16].
Content-based techniques are employed for automatic tagging of
content [12, 13]. These techniques are also used in tagging of multimedia content [18, 22]. However, the aforementioned methods
require a tagging infrastructure as well as consumers willing to
provide feedback.
Probabilistic topic modeling [3] can also be used for tagging.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation provides a model for discovering topics
in text data [4]. Latent topics are discovered from review text
data along with latent rating dimensions to improve predicting
product ratings [17]. Probabilistic topic modeling is combined with
collaborative filtering to recommend scientific articles [24]. It is also
used to improve recommendations in auction marketplaces [6]. [11]
improved recommendation quality by modeling user profiles using
a mixture of latent topics. However, probabilistic topic modeling
requires a large collection of text data to analyze the prominent
words.
In this paper, we present a statistical framework to algorithmically generate tags from search logs. Products are modeled with
these tags to be used as latent product features. Product tags provide
structured information to refine the similarity between products
in content-based recommender systems. We also model users with
tags. User tags facilitate understanding of not only users’ implicit
taste but also groupings among users.
Our framework is composed of three main parts: 1) Tag Generation, 2) Product Tag Modeling, and 3) User Tag Modeling. The
process is illustrated in Figure 1. In the first part, we use search
logs to generate the tags. In the second part, we use these tags and
probabilistically model products with these tags. Third, we employ
a probabilistic approach to model users with tags using historical
data on user interactions with products.
Finally, as illustrated in Figure 1, the product and user tag models can be used with personalized ranking algorithms to improve
recommender systems. In this paper, we employ the framework
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Figure 1: Overview of the methodology
to improve personalization at Udemy 1 , a global marketplace for
learning and teaching online. The proposed framework is implemented as a part of the recommendation engine to improve course
suggestions to over 15 million students.
In the remaining sections of the paper we describe our framework in detail. We present our experiments using Udemy’s user
and course data. The results from offline and online controlled
experiments show that the proposed framework works well for
personalized recommendations.

1.1

Contributions

Our main contribution is a statistical framework for automatically
discovering product features from algorithmically defined tags and
probabilistically associating user behavior to these tags to improve
recommendations. These tags put user behavior into context, which
is missing in traditional collaborative filtering based methods. They
provide essential information to better understand and characterize
users and products. Furthermore, the framework has the following
advantages:
• The tags are generated using search log data. We reduce
the noise in the dataset (i.e. remove queries of similar
meaning) by employing clustering techniques and discover
the prominent tags in the data.
• Products in an inventory are automatically labeled using
the generated tags. We employ a probabilistic approach for
modeling products with tags, which results in a ranking of
tags for a given product. The tag profile of products also
enables similarity computations between products, which
is an essential component of a content-based recommender
system.
• Users are associated probabilistically with tags through
their interactions with the products. From a recommender
system perspective, this provides a layer of personalization
at tag level.
Finally, the recommendations provided using this framework are
assessed using offline and online controlled experiments at Udemy.

1 This

can be found at www.udemy.com.

2

METHODOLOGY

In the following sections, we provide detailed information on the
methodology. The sections follow the parts of the methodology
outlined in Figure 1.

2.1

Tag Generation

In this step, we are interested in discovering latent dimensions of
users and products. These dimensions are named as tags in this
study. Search log data is used as data source. This data is modeled
as a graph to understand the relationships between search queries.
We then use clustering to eliminate similar words and discover the
tags to be used in recommendations.
2.1.1 Graph Model for Search Queries. Search engines retrieve
products that are relevant to a given search query. User feedback
from search data (e.g., impressions, clicks, purchases) provides
an indication of the relationship between a given query with the
product. It can be assumed that users with the same intent provide
feedback on similar products using similar queries. The similar
queries represent the users’ goal or the topic of interest. Therefore,
collective feedback of users provides an estimate of the relationships
of search queries.
The relationship between search queries is modeled using an
undirected search query graph. In this model, nodes of the graph
represent the search queries. If users provide feedback on the same
product using two distinct search queries, then the two queries are
related. When the collective feedback on similar products is frequent, the relationship between the two queries is stronger. Therefore, the weights of the edges in the graph are based on the strength
of the user actions defining the similarity between any two pairs of
search queries.
Clicks and purchases are two important sources of user feedback
at e-commerce sites. Users of these sites select among the products
listed by the search engine and clicks if that course is relevant to
their query. Besides clicks, purchases are another source of user
feedback showing intent. After clicking on a product through the
search results, if the user further makes a purchase, it is another
indicator of the relationship between the search query and the
product.
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Using the Jaccard similarity, the similarity of queries qi and q j
is computed using click data (simC (qi , q j )) as follows:
PC (qi ) ∩ PC (q j )
(1)
PC (qi ) ∪ PC (q j )
where PC (qi ) denotes the set of products clicked following the
query qi and PC (qi ) ∩ PC (q j ) denotes the intersection of sets of
products clicked using qi and q j , and PC (qi ) ∪ PC (q j ) denotes the
union of sets of products clicked using qi and q j .
Similarity of queries qi and q j is computed using purchase data
(sim P (qi , q j )) as follows:
simC (qi , q j ) =

P P (qi ) ∩ P P (q j )
sim P (qi , q j ) =
(2)
P P (qi ) ∪ P P (q j )
where P P (qi ) denotes the set of products purchased following query
qi .
Equations 1 and 2 are combined in a weighted fashion to compute
similarity as defined below:
sim(qi , q j ) = α × sim P (qi , q j ) + β × simC (qi , q j )

(3)

where α and β denote the weights of similarity based on purchases
and clicks, respectively and α + β = 1. These weights are calibrated
empirically using historical data.
2.1.2 Community Detection on Search Query Graph. Users who
are interested in the same topic or have the same goal might use
different search queries. Even though these queries have similar information, they will be represented as different queries. In
this study, search queries are used as tags to describe the products.
Understanding the relationship of search queries and their topics increases the reliability of the tags. Since the underlying relationships
between search queries are revealed by a graph model, clustering
techniques can be employed on the search query graph to identify
the groups of search queries having similar meanings.
Clustering search data has shown to be an effective way of finding topics in search queries. [2] use clustering on a bipartite graph
to find similar queries and similar URLs using user-feedback data
from a search engine. [26] also use a directed bipartite graph to
model click behavior in Yahoo web search logs. Maximal bipartite
cliques are extracted to form clusters of queries which are showing similar user information needs. [25] adopt a query-clustering
approach for finding similar search queries to identify Frequently
Asked Queries in a search engine. They use user feedback and
query content to define the similarity between queries.
Clustering reveals the communities in graphs; within a community the nodes are densely connected within each other and
have fewer links to other nodes in the graph [9]. There are many
algorithms to conduct community detection in graphs and we refer
to [8] for a comprehensive review of these methods.
In this study, we use Walktrap community detection algorithm
[20] since it provides a computationally efficient method for finding
the community structure in graphs. The algorithm runs in O(mn2 )
in time and O(n2 ) in space, where n denotes the number of nodes
and m denotes the number of edges in the graph.
Walktrap algorithm defines the distance between two nodes, as
well as two communities, using properties of random walks on
graphs. Probability of going from one node to another is computed
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using a Markov chain approach based on the adjacency matrix of
the graph. The algorithm then employs an agglomerative hierarchical clustering approach. In this approach, the graph is initially
partitioned in to n communities and pairwise distances between all
communities are computed. The most adjacent communities are
merged into one community and distances between communities
are updated. This is repeated until all nodes are merged into one
community. The result of the hierarchical clustering is a dendogram. The dendogram provides a tree-like structure representing
the hierarchy with the clusters.
2.1.3 Tag Extraction using PageRank. Groups of search queries
having similar information are determined using community detection on the search query graph. These groups are then analyzed
using link analysis. The link analysis is required to: 1) Understand
the high level information in these groups. The most central node in
the group is assumed to represent the high level information within
the group of search queries and it is used as the “tag” of that cluster.
2) Extract relative importance of queries within a group. In mapping products to tags, queries are weighted differently depending
on significance of the query.
We use PageRank algorithm [19] for link analysis. The links
within a subgraph, which corresponds to a cluster of search queries,
are analyzed using this algorithm to understand the relative importance of search queries within a cluster. PageRank scores provide a
measure of node significance by incorporating the degree of connectedness of nodes in the graph. Using the PageRank scores of
each search query, we obtain a ranking for each term. The search
query having the highest PageRank is deemed most important and
used as the tag of the cluster.

2.2

Product Tag Modeling

The products are mapped to the auto-generated list of tags using
a probabilistic approach. The probability of Producti belonging
to T aдj is represented as P (Producti |T aдj ) and it is computed as
given below:
P (Producti |T aдj ) =
X
P (Producti |Queryk )P (Queryk |T aдj )

(4)

Queryk ∈T aдj

The equation follows directly from the law of total probability. We assumed conditional independence of Producti and T aдj
given Queryk . P (Producti |Queryk ) denotes the proportion of user
actions on Producti given Queryk , which uses user feedback (i.e.
impressions, clicks, enrollments) from search logs. P (Queryk |T aдj )
denotes the PageRank score of Queryk in cluster T aдj . The summation is performed over the queries that are associated with
T aдj since our community detection method does not result in
overlapping communities. Therefore, P (Queryk |T aдj ) is zero for
Queryk < T aдj .
The probabilistic approach has the following advantages:
• For a given product, the main and secondary tags can be
distinguished based on P (Producti |T aдj ).
• The tag profile of a product is extracted, which can be used
in product similarity computations as shown in the later
sections.
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as recommended courses within units are tailored based on user
tastes and actions.
Udemy’s recommender system provides a three-step procedure.
The first step is to generate course candidates that will be displayed
in a given unit. We have different algorithms for making this initial
selection of courses powering different unit. For example, for candiX
date course generation, we use course-course similarity values for
P (U ser k |T aдj ) =
P (U ser k |Producti )P (Producti |T aдj ) (5)
the “Because You viewed” and “Because You enrolled” units. Based
i
on the user’s last clicked and enrolled courses, these units retrieve
where P (Producti |T aдj ) is computed using Equation 4. P (U ser k |Producti )candidate courses that are similar to the seed course. In the second
represents the probability that U ser k will be interested in Producti .
step, we rank the courses within a unit using a personalized model.
This is obtained using models that are calibrated using historical
This model provides a score for each course for a given user taruser feedback data from multiple sources. The summation is pergeting impression normalized enrollment weighted Net Promoter
formed over all products i.
Score. These scores are used to rank courses within a unit. The final
In order to compute a user’s interest in a given tag, Equation 5
step is to rank the units to construct the personalized homepage.
performs a sum over the products the user is interested in weighted
We refer to [23] for more information on Udemy’s recommender
by the products’ relation to the tag. This approach has the following
system.
advantages:

2.3

User Tag Modeling

Finally, given the inherent uncertainty in user modeling, we model
user interest in the tags using a probabilistic model. The probability
that U ser k will be interested inT aдj is represented as P (T aдj |U ser k )
and it is computed as given below:

• For a given user, the main and secondary tags they will be
interested in can be distinguished based on P (U ser k |T aдj ).
• The tag profile of a user is extracted, which can be used in
user similarity computations.

2.4

Product Similarity

Content based recommendation systems recommend products based
on similarity measures between products [15]. Tags can be used as
product features and we can measure the similarity in product tag
profiles. The similarity between Producti and Product j is defined
as s (i, j) and it is computed as given in Equation 6.
sim(i, j) = hP (Producti |T aд · ) ,
P (Product j |T aд · )i

(6)

where P (Producti |T aд · ) denotes the normalized vector of producttag relations of Equation 4 and h· , ·i denotes an inner product.

3 EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Udemy’s Recommender System
Udemy is the world’s online learning marketplace, where 15 million+ students are taking courses in everything from programming
to yoga to photography and much more. Each of Udemy’s 45,000+
courses is taught by an expert instructor, and Udemy has built the
marketplace so that students directly impact the kind of content
available, allowing the platform to grow and evolve over time.
At its heart, the recommendation problem at Udemy is to match
the right students with the right course. The recommender system
aims to find the courses that the users will likely to purchase, consume and enjoy from a large selection of courses. Udemy has vast
amount of data describing its users’ discovery and learning experience. This data is constantly used to improve the recommender
system to provide a seamless course discovery experience.
Udemy’s homepage is designed to facilitate exploratory search
of courses. An example homepage is shown in Figure 2. The recommended courses are displayed in a matrix-like layout. This layout
enables each row, termed as “units” in the following discussions, to
have similar courses in a given topic or theme. The units as well

3.2

Dataset and Implementation

We apply the aforementioned method to Udemy’s historical user
interaction data. Our dataset spans a period of 2 years and contains
impression level information of 45,000+ courses by 15 million+
students.
We first construct the search query graph. Search logs are preprocessed to remove the queries having typos and are normalized
to remove capitalizations and punctuations. We then select approximately the top 9,000 unique search queries as the nodes of the
graph with approximately 9M edges connecting the nodes. Clicks
and course enrollments are used as the source user feedback to
define the relationships between search queries. In Figure 3, we
show a low level view of the resulting search query graph.
In order to extract groups of queries having similar meanings,
Walktrap community detection is applied to the search query graph.
By optimizing modularity, the method resulted in approximately
1700 clusters. These clusters are then analyzed using PageRank
analysis. An example query cluster is shown in Table 1. The search
query “photography” is determined to have the highest PageRank
score and therefore is used as the tag defining this cluster.
In order to model users and products with the tags, we use
historical user interaction data. To illustrate product tag modeling,
a popular course on Udemy is shown in Figure 4. This course
provides educational content around web development focusing on
design and coding of websites. The top algorithmically generated
tags that are associated with this course are listed in Table 4. These
tags are observed to match closely with the topic of the course.

3.3

Offline Experiments

The similarity between Udemy’s courses are computed following
Equation 6. We perform offline testing to evaluate the performance
of the product similarity computations using historical data. Our
aim in offline testing is to make predictions for the courses the
user has not seen yet. We therefore split the dataset into training
and test sets based on the timestamp of user actions. The training
set consists of user actions made in a 90 day period and the test
set consists of the records belonging to the next day following the
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Figure 2: An example homepage at Udemy. The matrix-like layout enables each row to have similar recommendations in a
given context.
Table 1: An example search query cluster with PageRank
scores
query
photography
portrait photography
photography lighting
flash photography
wedding photography
dslr photography
landscape photography
macro photography
street photography
night photography
nude photography
nikon photography
newborn photography
photography free courses
karl taylor photography
nikon

PR(query)
0.11
0.08
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.01

Figure 3: Low level view of the Udemy’s search query graph.
This graph illustrates the relationship using a subset of the
9,000 search queries.

training set. We denote our prediction for course i by 0.user a as
pa,i and compute it as given below:
P
pa,i =

j s (i, j)u a, j
P
j s (i, j)

Figure 4: An example course on web development at Udemy
(7)
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Table 2: Top tags generated for the course given in Figure 4
Web development
Web
Wordpress
Personal Development
PHP
JavaScript
HTML
where ua, j is the user a’s feedback on product j. The sum is performed over user a’s feedback on courses similar to i weighted by
the similarity of the item to i [5].
The predictions, pa,i are then compared with ua,i . Two metrics are used to evaluate performance, namely area under the receiver operating characteristics curve (AUROC) [7] and area under
the precision-recall curve (AUPRC) [21]. These metrics are benchmarked against an item-based collaborative filtering algorithm implemented using Apache Mahout [1]. In the collaborative filtering algorithm, similarity is defined through Tanimoto coefficients,
which are calibrated using historical data on course enrollments.
Using the product similarity computations outlined in this paper,
AUROC and AUPRC are improved by 2.1% and 4%, respectively, in
predicting Udemy’s user course enrollments compared to collaborative filtering predictions.

3.4

Online Experiments

The algorithm is used to improve the recommendations on Udemy’s
homepage and landing pages. In order to monitor user engagement and the impact on business metrics, we design randomized,
controlled experiments (A/B tests) [14]. We create experimental
variants and power recommendations in each group by different
algorithms. We then randomly assign visitors to each experiment
variant and monitor users’ actions in each group until we can detect
differences in the experiment groups with statistical confidence.
Finally, we quantify the differences in experiment metrics, which
include in-session clicks, purchases, revenue and video consumption.
The first online experiment using the algorithm is performed on
the search-based recommendation unit (“Because You Searched”)
in the homepage. This unit provides recommendations based on
the user’s last searched query. We perform controlled experiments
with a change in the underlying algorithm for this unit. In the
control variant, the unit operates as follows: For a given query, our
search engine is used to retrieve the most relevant course. This
course is then used as a seed course to our collaborative filtering
algorithm to retrieve similar courses. In the experimental variant,
we use the search query itself to find the tag it belongs. We then
retrieve the most relevant courses for a given tag. This approach
has the benefit of using user-feedback for query-course relations
compared to using results directly from the search engine. This
experiment is run over two months. The final experiment resulted
in the following differences in metrics at 95% confidence:
• In-session revenue from this unit is increased by 170%.
From side-by-side analysis, we hypothesize that this lift is
due to improved relevancy of recommendations.

• Overall sitewide video consumption is increased by 6%,
which points to the higher level of user engagement.
We also perform online experiments using the click-based recommendation unit (“Because You Viewed”) on homepage and landing
pages. This unit provides recommendations based on the user’s last
clicked course. In the control variant the unit operates as follows:
For a given seed course, item-based collaborative filtering algorithm
is used to retrieve similar courses. In the experimental variant, we
use the product similarity computations outlined in this paper to
retrieve similar courses to the seed course. This experiment is run
approximately three months. With 95% confidence, the final experiment results indicated that the overall in-session revenue from this
unit is increased by 13%.

4

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a statistical framework for automatically
discovering product features from algorithmically defined tags,
probabilistically modeling users and products with these tags and
using the tag modeling to improve recommendation engines. The
framework is based on a graph model of search queries. The graph
is analyzed using community detection algorithms to retrieve tags.
The products and users are then mapped to the tags probabilistically.
This enables product and user similarity computations, which can
be used with recommender systems.
We use this framework to improve personalized recommendations at Udemy. The framework is illustrated using Udemy’s historical user history data. We then conduct offline and online experiments to evaluate the performance of the recommendations. The
results are promising; online experiments showed significant lifts
on key business metrics.
Our future work will explore on using the framework to power
different parts of the recommendations at Udemy. User tag modeling will be combined with personalized course scores to add a
layer of tag interest to our recommendations. We will also explore
on improving the search query graph using keyword extraction on
course metadata.
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